
STRIKE GOLD
Be part of the hammered metal tribe. 
Jewellery by Victoria Bain.
Photographs by Rory Payne

Above gold-plated circular clip-on earrings, £85, Kenneth Jay Lane, from Merola 
(merola.co.uk); gold-plated hoop earrings, £80, Thomas Sabo (thomassabo.com);
gold-plated Lovebite choker, £181, and Arrow necklace, £157, both Maria 
Black (maria-black.com); frayed cotton dress, £45, Asos (asos.com)

Right gold-plated necklace, £295, and rings (on left hand), £95 each, all 
Kenneth Jay Lane, from Merola, as before; Mirador hoop earrings, 
£1,045, Carolina Bucci (carolinabucci.com); Naga ring (on right hand), £1,600, 
Wright & Teague (wrightandteague.com); yellow-gold-plated bronze 
Ziggy bracelet, £345, Ileana Makri, from avenue32.com; cotton sleeveless top, 
£540, and trousers, £620, both Marni (marni.com); blanket, stylist’s own
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Above left gold Cybele necklace, £4,400, Wright & Teague (wrightandteague.com); gold-plated vermeil Siren pendant, £105, Monica Vinader 
(monicavinader.com); gold vermeil earrings, £155, Phoebe Coleman (phoebecoleman.com); gold-plated Twig rings, £132 each, 

Alex Monroe (alexmonroe.com); brass chain anklet, £30, Made (made.uk.com); woven straw top, £1,200, and linen shorts, £250, both Isabel Marant, from 
matchesfashion.com; suede sandals, £86.60, Ancient Greek Sandals (ancient-greek-sandals.com); throw, stylist’s own

Above right gold-plated circular clip-on earrings, £95, Kenneth Jay Lane, from Merola (merola.co.uk); yellow-gold and diamond Kate necklace, £4,200, Messika, from Harrods 
(020-7730 1234); set of two gold-plated rings, £190, and gold-plated arm cuff, £190, Arme de l’Amour, from net-a-porter.com; halter-neck top, £350, Loewe (loewe.com)

Opposite gold-plated cuboid choker, £152, Eddie Borgo (eddieborgo.com); brass Virafu pendant, £50, Imogen Belfield for Made (made.uk.com); 
brass Tribal bangle (on left wrist), £35, brass Jasmine bangle (on right wrist), £20, and brass Stack rings, £30 each, all Made, as before; linen blend coat, £29.99, and 

trousers, £24.99, both H&M (hm.com); crêpe de Chine tunic, £225, MaxMara (maxmara.com); blanket, stylist’s own
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T he Dutch model Annely Bouma, 26, has appeared in campaigns for 
Vivienne Westwood and is the face of Jil Sander. She grew up in 
Leeuwarden, a town in the north of Holland, lived in Australia for 

a few years, and these days is based between New York and London, mostly 
living out of a suitcase. For our jewellery shoot, Bouma travelled to the sand 
dunes of Gran Canaria. Here she shares a few of her favourite things.

Fashion I don’t like shopping, but when I see something nice at a shoot I buy it 
afterwards. I’m a T-shirt-and-jeans girl; I love my baggy Levi’s. But with clothes and 
material stuff I tend to think, what would I rather do: go on a trip or buy clothes? And 
usually a trip wins. I’d rather spend my money on experiences.
Beauty You have only one skin so I take care of mine. I use a face wash and 
day cream by Louis Widmer. A dermatologist once told me about it and I’ve been 
using it ever since. I always wear sunscreen and like all the body products from the 
Pure Fiji brand. I’ve been wearing Dolce & Gabbana’s The One fragrance for years. 
One of my friends had it and then she moved and I missed the smell so much.
Exercise Pilates and walking are how I like to exercise. When I’m in London 

I go to Tempo Pilates, which is a cardio workout as well. It makes you feel 
so strong and toned. I also go to Barry’s Bootcamp when I need a fitness boost. 
I studied sports at university in Holland so I’m careful and know what I’m doing.
Guilty pleasure I love food in general, but have a soft spot for chocolate; 
my favourite is Lindt’s dark chocolate with sea salt. I’m a big breakfast 
person; the best I’ve ever had was at Three Blue Ducks in Sydney. Their muffins 
are absolutely amazing.
Music I love live music. My favourite festivals are Into the Great Wide Open 
and MadNes. Both take place on islands in the Netherlands.
Social media I use Instagram (@annelybouma) but I find it really sad that as a 
model your social media following is taken into account when you’re being 
cast for jobs, because it shouldn’t depend on that. I think clients should look at 
what girl suits their brand, not how many Instagram followers she has.
Assets My biggest luxury is that I’m really close to my parents. I’ve always had their 
support and I don’t think everybody has that. This job is a luxury too. It’s hard 
work but it gives you a lot of opportunities to see the world, make money and work 
with different people. It’s good life experience. Interview by Bibby Sowray



Gold-plated Pyramid chain, 
£203, Eddie Borgo 
(eddieborgo.com); gold 
vermeil Nomad earrings, 
£188, Dower and Hall 
(dowerandhall.com); cotton 
crop top, £380, and ruffle 
skirt, £1,010, both Marni 
(marni.com)
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Yellow-gold El Dorado Gypsy bangle, 
£12,500, and ring, £2,400, both Solange 

Azagury-Partridge (solange.co.uk); fringed 
dress, £2,092, Céline (celine.com)

Model Annely Bouma at Viva London 
Hair Nao Kawakami at Saint Luke, 

using Bumble & Bumble
Make-up Shinobu Abe 

at CLM, using Chanel s/s 15 
and Body Excellence

Fashion assistant Clare Wilson 
Props Trish Stephenson at CLM

Production Annabel White 
at Roscoe Productions

Casting Ben Grimes
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